Dear Colleagues

Antonio Magdic has developed a new submission system for newsletter articles on our DesignSociety.org site. This will hopefully make the process of submitting information much more streamlined and efficient. It is available to any member of the society, however, as Newsletter editor, I will check the submitted information and accept it before generating the Newsletter.

Currently, I plan to try to get four Newsletters out per year, i.e. one every quarter. Try therefore to submit information in a timely manner.

The system is still in Beta phase, and Antonio and I welcome your suggestions to improve it.

To submit information to the Newsletter, you have to log in, then select your "profile" button on the top right hand side of the web page, then select "Newsletter articles submission page". You will see that we attempted to organize the information, and put some limits on the amount of information you can provide. Our main objective is to efficiently inform the membership of events that might interest them, and then point them to the correct link. (all url links must start with http:// or https://)

I plan to release the next newsletter around mid-December. So please submit information in the next few weeks.

Thank you.

Here is some current information:

***
PURESAFE Final Conference, CERN, Geneva, 19-23 Jan 2015
Contact Pierre.Bonnal@cern.ch or Julie Le Cardinal Julie.le-Cardinal@ecp.fr

***

***
The 19th Academic Design Management Conference: Design Management in an Era of Disruption Proceedings are now available https://www.academia.edu/...a_of_Disruption

***
PhD vacancy:
http://www.mek.dtu.dk/Om-os/Ledige-stillinger/job?id=3ee9231c-aa99-40ff-9746-796001c3bf40

***
A postdoctoral researcher position is open in the Integrated Design Automation Laboratory at Northwestern University under the guidance of
Prof. Wei Chen. Please submit a cover letter, CV, contact information of three references, and up to three representative publications to Prof. Wei Chen (weichen@northwestern.edu).